To potentially overcome the practical security loopholes of CV-QKD protocols, in this paper, we propose to use the optimized eight-state measurement-device-independent (MDI) protocol and demonstrate that it can significantly outperform corresponding Gaussian modulation-based MDI and virtual photon subtraction-based MDI CV-QKD protocols in terms of both secret-key rate and achievable transmission distance. Contrary to the common belief that virtual photon subtraction method can extend the distance of MDI CV-QKD protocols, we show that this is not true for fully optimized MDI CV-QKD protocols and realistic system parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quantum key distribution (QKD) leverages the principles of quantum mechanics to realize the distribution of keys with security that can be verified [1] - [8] . Various QKD schemes can be placed into two broad categories: discrete variable (DV) and continuous variable (CV) QKD schemes. DV-QKD employs the photon counting, followed by the postelection to identify signaling intervals when the detection takes place [7] . These schemes are affected by the long dead time of the single-photon detectors (SPDs), high dark current rate, and insufficient quantum efficiency. In contrast, the CV-QKD employs either homodyne or heterodyne detection. The long deadtime of SPDs, used in DV-QKD schemes, limits the baud rate and consequently the secret-key rate (SKR). Given that CV-QKD schemes employ the homodyne/heterodyne detection instead, they do not exhibit the deadtime problem. The CV-QKD protocols are typically implemented based on Gaussian modulation (GM) [9] - [14] or discrete modulation (DM) [15] - [19] . (An interested reader interested in differences between GM-based and DM-based CV-QKD schemes is referred to refs. [6] and [7] .)
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The security analysis of CV-QKD schemes typically relies on idealized assumptions, which are very difficult to satisfy in practice. Any imperfection in practical devices yields to the security loophole that can be exploited by Eve to compromise security. Well known CV-QKD quantum attack strategies include: local oscillator fluctuation attack [20] , LO wavelength attack [21] , detection saturation attack [22] , calibration attack [23] , and the trojan horse attack on modulators [24] , to mention few.
To overcome these practical security loopholes of CV-QKD protocols various measurement device-independent (MDI) CV-QKD protocols have been advocated [25] - [29] . The MDI QKD concept was first introduced in DV-QKD context to solve for various detector side-channel attacks [30] , [31] . In MDI protocols [25] - [31] , Alice and Bob are connected to a third party-Charlie, through corresponding quantum links (such as the free-space optical or the fiber-optics links). In MDI DV-QKD, Charlie performs partial Bell state measurement (BSM) with the help of a beam splitter (BS) and single-photon detectors and announces the results. In MDI CV-QKD, Charlie performs the dual-homodyne detection instead to determine in-phase and quadrature components and announces the results. In both versions, Alice and Bob simultaneously perform encoding and send the prepared quantum states toward the Charlie. Alice keeps her quadrature components unchanged, while Bob updates them using Charlie's measurement results (with details provided later). While the employment of MDI concept can solve for detector side-channel attacks and simultaneously extend the transmission distance for DV-QKD, this is not the case for CV-QKD applications. The achievable transmission distances for symmetric MDI-based CV-QKD schemes, wherein Charlie is located in the middle of the link (at equal distances from Alice and Bob), is extremely short [28] , [29] . To extend the transmission distance of symmetric MDI CV-QKD, the extreme asymmetric case has been introduced (see for example [28] , [29] ); however, the transmission distances are still shorter than that of conventional CV-QKD schemes. Another alternative to extend the transmission distance is to employ the virtual photon subtraction (PS) method [32] - [34] .
In this paper, we study our previously proposed optimized eight-state DM protocol [35] , called here optimized-8QAM, in MDI and virtual photon subtraction-based MDI CV-QKD settings. We demonstrate in Section V that the optimized eight-state MDI protocol can significantly outperform corresponding Gaussian modulation-based MDI and virtual photon subtraction-based MDI CV-QKD protocols in terms of both secret-key rate and achievable transmission distance. Contrary to the popular belief that virtual photon subtraction method can extend the transmission distance of MDI CV-QKD protocols, we demonstrate that this claim is not true for fully optimized MDI CV-QKD protocols.
The contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows: (i) contrary to the common belief we demonstrate that the photon subtraction deteriorates the performance of MDI CV-QKD schemes for optimized source variance and realistic system parameters, (ii) we show that the optimized 8QAM (opt8QAM)-based MDI scheme outperforms the GM-based MDI scheme, (iii) we demonstrate that the PS-based opt8QAM-MDI significantly outperforms other GM-based MDI CV-QKD schemes (in particular when the number of detected photons by the photon number resolution detector is zero), (iv) the corresponding channel matrices are derived and expressed in terms of equivalent channel noise variance rather than equivalent excess noise variance, (v) the PS-based MDI QKD for number of detected photons being zero is considered for the first time, (vi) we demonstrate that the employment of the photon subtraction module with number of detected photon being one is useful only for ideal system parameters, and (vii) the Gaussian source is implemented in electrical domain rather than optical domain.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe a generic prepare-and-measure photon subtraction scheme-based MDI CV-QKD scheme that can be used for both DM and GM. Corresponding entanglement assisted scheme is described in In Section III. In the same section, we describe how to determine the covariance matrices for both GM and DM schemes. Both prepare-and-measure and entanglement assisted versions are described in terms of possible experimental demonstration. Section IV is devoted to the description of calculation of the SKRs. Some illustrative SKR results are provided in Section V. Finally, some relevant concluding remarks are provided in Section VI.
II. PREPARE-AND-MEASURE PHOTON SUBTRACTION-BASED MDI CV-QKD SCHEME
The prepare-and-measure photonic subtraction-based MDI CV-QKD scheme under study in this paper, which is applicable to both GM and DM, is provided in Fig. 1 . This scheme represents the generalization of MDI CV-QKD [28] and photon subtraction-based CV-QKD [32] schemes. For GM, Alice prepares the coherent state |I A + jQ A , with the help of CW laser diode and an external electrooptical (EO) I/Q modulator, wherein the in-phase I A and quadrature Q A components of variance v A − 1 are generated from two independent Gaussian sources in electrical domain, with the help of an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG), as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The AWG outputs are used as RF inputs of the EO I/Q modulator. The E/O I/Q modulator can be replaced by the polar modulator, composed of concatenation of the Mach-Zehnder and phase modulators, which is a common practice in CV-QKD schemes. In a similar fashion, Bob prepares the coherent state |I B + jQ B , wherein the in-phase I B and quadrature Q B components of variance v B − 1 are generated from two independent Gaussian sources in electrical domain. For the discrete modulation case, Alice and Bob prepare each one of M coherent states selected at random, denoted as |α k and |β m , respectively (k, m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M }). When photon subtraction is employed, Alice further passes her coherent state through the photon subtraction (PS) module composed of the beam splitter (BS) of transmissivity T PS and the photon number resolving detector (PNRD). The other BS output port is used as input to the PNRD. Alice and Bob then send such prepared coherent states towards Charlie over corresponding quantum channels. The PS module is applied only on Alice's side, since there is no advantage of putting it on Bob's side as shown in ref. [33] . Therefore, the key difference between the PS-based MDI CV-QKD scheme and MDI CV-QKD scheme is just in the PS module on Alice's side that is not needed in MDI CV-QKD scheme.
Charlie interferes two received modes, received from Alice and Bob, at his BS, followed by dual-homodyne detection to determine the in-phase and quadrature components. Charlie then announces the results of dual-homodyne detection (I C , Q C ). Alice keeps her in-phase and quadrature components unchanged, while Bob modifies his quadrature components as follows:
where µ is the amplification coefficient to be determined in a similar fashion as described in [28] .
When photon subtraction is employed, Alice announces signaling intervals when single photon is detected by her PNRD, and these signaling intervals are used in information reconciliation and privacy amplification stages. Other signaling intervals are ignored. When photon subtraction is not used, the conventional postprocessing is applied on all signaling intervals, except those used for parameter estimation.
It has been shown in a series of papers that the optimality of Gaussian attack is still applicable in this case (such as [31] - [33] ), in particular for GM case. Even though non-Gaussian postelection is applied, the corresponding states being used during signaling stage are still Gaussian. Further, in this scenario Charlie is considered not trustworthy, and his detectors do not need to be perfect. This MDI CV-QKD protocol is tolerant to various side-channel attacks, listed in introduction.
In the next section, we describe the equivalent entanglement assisted protocols as well as how to determine the covariance matrices for both GM and DM-based MDI CV-QKD protocols under study.
III. THE EQUIVALENT ENTANGLEMENT ASSISTED PHOTON SUBTRACTION-BASED MDI CV-QKD SCHEME AND CORRESPONDING COVARIANCE MATRICIES
The corresponding equivalent entanglement assisted photonic subtraction-based MDI CV-QKD scheme is provided in Fig. 2 , representing the generalization of CV-QKD scheme introduced in [33] . Alice and Bob generate two-mode squeezed (TMS) states with the help of the corresponding EPR source while keeping one mode each and sending the other towards Charlie, by employing two quantum channels at distances L AB and L BC from Charlie, respectively. When the photon subtraction method is employed, Alice passes the mode to be sent to Charlie first through the PS module.
The modes received from Alice and Bob get interfered at Charlie's BS, followed by the dual-homodyne detection to determine in-phase and quadrature components (I C , Q C ) and announces results. Bob then displaces his EPR mode B 1 , described by the density operatorρ B 1 , with the help of the displacement operation D(γ ), with γ being g(I C + jQ C ), where the g is the displacement gain. The resulting state after displacement can be represented by the following density operatorρ B = D (γ )ρ B 1 D † (γ ) . Alice and Bob then perform dual-homodyne measurements on their modes A and B to determine the corresponding in-phase and quadrature components. When the PS module is not employed, the conventional postprocessing (composed of information reconciliation and privacy amplification) is applied on all signaling intervals, except those used for parameter estimation. On the other hand, when the PS module is employed on Alice's side, Alice announces the signaling intervals where she detected single photon in her PS module and these signaling intervals are used in classical postprocessing to determine the secret key. Other signaling intervals are discarded.
In the absence of the PS module, following the procedure described in ref. [28] , for GM case the covariance matrix AB is given by:
where T c is the equivalent channel loss given by T c = T A g 2 /2 (with T A being Alice-to-Charlie transmittance), while χ line is the equivalent channel-added noise variance, expressed in shot-noise units (SNU), as follows:
with ε being the excess noise of the equivalent one-way protocol [28] :
In Eq. (3), T A and T B represent the transmittances of Alice-to-Charlie and Bob-to-Charlie channels, respectively. For fiberoptics-based channels, the corresponding transmittances are given by T A = 10 −0.1αL AC and T B = 10 −0.1αL BC respectively; where α is the fiber loss, which is 0.2 dB/km for standard single-mode fiber (SSMF) and 0.1419 dB/km for low-loss fiber [36] . Further, the Alice-to-Charlie and Bob-to-Charlie noise variances, denoted by χ A and χ B , respectively; are related to corresponding excess noise variances ε A and ε B by 1/T A −1+ε A and 1/T B −1+ε B . By setting the gain coefficient such that the second term in (3) becomes 0, we obtain
The corresponding expression for the equivalent excess noise simplifies to
In a back-to-back configuration, when T A = T B = 1, we obtain that ε = ε A +ε B , indicating that the MDI CV-QKD will always perform worse than the conventional CV-QKD scheme.
The symmetric case, in which L AC = L BC , is limited to very short distances, as shown in [28] . The extremely asymmetric case, for which L BC → 0 and thus T B → 1, performs much better in terms of transmission distance and as such is considered in this paper. In high attenuation regime, T A << 1, the MDI CV-QKD still performs worse compared to conventional CV-QKD given that in this case ε
When the PS module is employed on Alice's side, based on ref. [32] , we conclude that the corresponding covariance matrix for PS-based MDI CV-QKD can be written as:
where χ line and η A are given respectively by:
with k being the number of photons detected by Alice's PNRD.
For PS-based MDI CV-QKD with the discrete modulation, the corresponding covariance matrix is given by:
where Z DM is the correlation parameter dependent on DM scheme. As an illustration, Z DM for 8PSK can be calculated as described in [17] , while for optimized 8QAM the Z DM parameter is determined in [35] .
IV. THE SECRET-KEY RATE CALCULATION
The expression for secret fraction (SF), obtained by one-way postprocessing, for reverse reconciliation, is given by:
where I (A; B) represents the mutual information between Alice and Bob, while the second term χ (B; E) corresponds to the Holevo information between Eve and Bob. We use β to denote the reconciliation efficiency. For the GM with heterodyne detection the mutual information is calculated by:
where χ total = χ line + χ het /T with χ het representing the variance due to heterodyne detection being equal to [1 + (1 − η) + 2v el ]/η, with η denoting the detector efficiency. The P PS in Eq. (8) denotes the success probability when the PS module is used, which is determined by:
where k denotes the number of photons detected by the photon number resolving detector. The Holevo information between Bob and Eve, for heterodyne detection, is determined by [13] :
where g (x) = (x + 1) log 2 (x + 1) − x log 2 x is the entropy of a thermal state with the mean number of photons being x. Following the procedure described in [10] - [14] , the λ-parameters are determined by:
where A, B, C, and D parameters are determined in (13) , as shown at bottom of this page, wherein T = T c η A , χ line has been introduced already by Eq. (6) and V A is defined in Eq. (5) .
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, c = T 1/2 Z DM , so that A and B parameters needed in for Eq. (12) can be determined by:
On the other hand, following the procedure described in [6] , [12] we determine the λ 3 -parameter by:
while the λ 4 -parameter is always 1.
V. ILLUSTRATIVE SECRET-KEY RATE RESULTS
In this section we study the SKR performance of optimized-8QAM (denoted as opt8QAM)-based MDI and PS MDI CV-QKD schemes, assuming that low-loss fiber of attenuation coefficient α = 0.1419 dB/km, demonstrated in [36] , is used. In opt8QAM four points are placed on circle of radius 1, while four points on circle of radius r. The maximization of SKR is performed with respect to the radius of outer circle and variances of the sources. For additional details related to the opt8QAM an interested reader is referred to our previous publication [35] . In all theoretical calculations, based on previous two sections [in particular Eqs. (5),(6),(8)- (15) ], we assume that MDI schemes are extremely asymmetric (L BC = 0 km) and based on Fig. 1 . In Figure 3 we provide the SKR performance of opt8QAM-based MDI CV-QKD as a function of transmission distance, assuming that both Alice-to-Charlie and Bob-to-Charlie excess noise values are ε A = ε B = 5 × 10 −4 , while the detector efficiencies of both Charlies detectors are set to η = 0.85. The electrical variance of both inphase and quadrature branches is set to v el = 10 −2 , while the information reconciliation efficiency is assumed to be β = 0.85. For comparison purposes the corresponding plots for GM and 8PSK-based MDI CV-QKD schemes are provided as well. Clearly, maximum transmission distances for 8PSK and GM-based MDI CV-QKD schemes are 86.6 km and 127.4 km, respectively. On the other hand the opt8QAM-based MDI CV-QKD scheme (for the radius of outer circle being r = 1.349) significantly outperforms both GM-and 8PSK-based MDI schemes in terms of SKR for all distances, and enables the maximum achievable distance of 165.1 km at SKR of 10 kb/s. Given that in high attenuation regime (T A << 1), the equivalent excess noise can be represented ε ∼ = ε A + ε B /T A , we conclude that it makes sense to invest in Bob-to-Charlie link to make excess noise ε B as low as possible so that the achievable transmission distance can be extended. This scenario is also studied in Fig. 3 , where we set ε B to 10 −5 , while ε A is set to 10 −3 . Clearly the transmission distance for GM-and opt8QAM-based MDI schemes can be extended to 235.7 and 259.3 km (also at SKR of 10 kb/s), respectively.
In Figure 4 , we study the SKR performance of GM-based MDI CV-QKD, with and without the PS module for two scenarios, when the variances of Alice and Bob sources is set to v A = v B = v = 40, the same as in [33] . (Notice that SSMF was used in [33] , while the low-loss fiber is used here.) We also observe an idealistic scenario (similarly as in [33] ), which is defined as the scenario for which the detector efficiency is ideal η = 1, electrical noise variance is negligible v el = 0, and the reconciliation efficiency is close to 1, such as β = 0.95. Clearly, in this scenario the PS MDI scheme with k = 1 outperforms the conventional MDI scheme, in a similar fashion as predicted in [33] . However, when the same comparison is performed for the optimized source variance v (denoted in Figure as opt. v) , which maximizes the SKR, the conventional MDI outperforms the PS-based (for k = 1) MDI for 12 km at SKR of 10 kb/s. Therefore, the PS module, for optimized source variance actually deteriorates both the SKR and achievable distance. For realistic system parameters, the optimum source variance that maximizes the SKR is lower compared to the ideal case, so that the corresponding mutual information and the PS success probability get reduced, thus affecting overall SKR. Naturally there arises the question, whether the PS module for number of detected photons set to k = 0 be beneficial at all? In this case, the PNRD can be replaced by a single-photon detector (SPD), and Alice and Bob will use the signaling intervals when SPD does not detect the photon at all. This scenario is studied in Fig. 4 as well. Evidently, when the SPD was used in the PS module (for k = 0), the SKR performance of conventional MDI can be slightly improved; however, the achievable distance stays almost unchanged. The improvement for k = 0 case can be contributed to higher success probability in this scenario compared to the k = 1 case.
In Figure 5 , we compare the PS-based MDI and conventional MDI performances for more realistic system parameters: the excess noise variances being ε A = ε B = 10 −3 , the detectors' efficiencies set to η = 0.9, the electrical noise variance being v el = 10 −2 , and the reconciliation efficiency set to β = 0.9. Clearly, for realistic system parameters, the conventional MDI with GM outperforms the PS-based MDI for both cases, when either PRND (k = 1) or SPD (k = 0) is used. The opt8QAM-based PS MDI QKD (for k = 0) significantly outperforms the GM-based PS MDI CV-QKD. Finally, the opt8QAM-based MDI significantly outperforms GM-based MDI in terms of SKR and can extend the transmission distance by 40.6 km at SKR of 10 kb/s. The PS-MDI for k = 0 outperforms MDI only when opt8QAM is used for distances above 160 km. However, in this case the number of subtracted photons is zero. This represents the only case when the use of the photon subtraction module is beneficial.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The use of opt8QAM-based MDI CV-QKD has been advocated in this paper to overcome various practical security loopholes of conventional CV-QKD protocols. We have demonstrated that the proposed opt8QAM-based MDI CV-QKD protocol can significantly outperform corresponding Gaussian modulation-based MDI and virtual photon subtraction-based MDI CV-QKD protocols in terms of both secret-key rate and achievable transmission distance. Contrary to the popular belief that virtual photon subtraction method can extend the distance of MDI CV-QKD protocols, we have shown that this is only true for idealistic system parameters. We have demonstrated that for optimized source variance and realistic system parameters, the photon subtraction method actually can deteriorate the SKR performance of MDI CV-QKD protocols and reduce the achievable transmission distance.
